
FOR SALE: £380,000
HYTHE ROAD I DYMCHURCH I TN29



A deceptively large, well finished three bedroom house with direct access to the beach across 
the road.

DETACHED HOUSE | INTEGRAL GARAGE | DRIVEWAY FOR TWO CARS | THREE DOUBLE BEDROOMS | OPEN LOUNGE/DINER | TRADITIONAL 
ROMNEY MARSH DYKE RUNS ALONG THE BACK OF THE GARDEN

Asking price of £380,000 | Freehold

Dymchurch is rich in history going back over two thousand years. It began with the gradual 
build-up of the Romney Marsh. Thousands of years ago when the Romney Marsh was just 
sea, banks of shingle started to build up where the sea defence wall in Dymchurch is now. 
Marshy areas formed behind these shingle banks and our predessors started to reclaim the 
land for occupation and cultivation. The sea was kept at bay by building sea defences, first 
with thicket fences, then bricks and finally concrete; the Dymchurch Wall was born.

This three bedroom detached house boasts light and space throughout. Upon entry, a large 
hallway that leads onto the kitchen/diner and lounge, a WC downstairs. Fitted with hard 
floor and painted neutrally throughout. 

An open plan lounge diner is a great social space to enjoy all year round, which overlooks the 
peaceful garden where you occasionally get the pleasure of watching different wildlife 
roaming around.

The traditional Romney Marsh Dyke runs along the back of the garden where you can often 
spot a few fish. 

The kitchen is fitted with an integrated cooker, gas hob and extractor fan along with a built in 
microwave. This opens up into the separate utility space which also opens onto the back 
garden.

Access to the integral garage is also accessible through the utility.

 Three great sized double bedrooms on the first floor, all decorated neutrally to compliment 
the    outside light and gives an airy feel.

A well finished, modern bathroom with a separate shower to the bath.

 Call Motis Estates on 01303 212020 to book a viewing.
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Important Notice - These particulars have been 
prepared in good faith and they are not 
intended to constitute part of an offer or 
contract. We have not performed a structural 
survey on this property and the services, 
appliances and specific fittings have not been 
tested. All photographs, measurements, floor 
plans and distances referred to are given as a 
guide and should not be relied upon.




